No. 98395N
Oh My Stars Blanket

Although we make every effort to prevent errors from being published, we regret that they do occur and apologize for any inconvenience this may cause. The instructions for Row 21 and for Row 51 have been changed. Please note the new instructions below. Also note, there may be more than one revision to a pattern.

**Row 21:** Work in Seed st over first 15 sts, [PM, work Row 1 of Graph over next 15 sts, PM, work Seed st over next 15 sts] 4 times.

Row 51: Work in Seed st pattern over first 30 sts, [PM, work Row 1 of Star Block graph over next 15 sts, PM, work Seed st as set over next 15 sts] 3 times, work Seed st over rem 15 sts.

As of January 2015 the printed pattern has been revised. We apologize for any inconvenience.